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Leap card top up app for iphone

To paraphrase Peter Griffin: Apps make a world, and what's the point of having an iPhone if you don't want to charge it with interesting and useful apps? Free apps are the best, but sometimes you just can't shoot the features or the fun you're looking for without a bit of dough. Here are the
best paid apps for iPhone! My criteria for apps in this list As this is the highest-paid app for iPhone, I have decided to use apps that you need to pay in advance, or apps that may be downloaded for free, but a subscription is required or its functionality is significantly improved by an in-app
purchase or by purchasing the paid version. I also eliminated iOS apps, which may be totally awesome, but are better suited for iPad (music instrument apps, writing apps, etc.). Here we go! Plex OK, so we start with an app that you don't actually have to pay to download it, but it's better if
you pay to use it, which makes it a paid app in my eyes and easily one of the best around. The Plex Media Server is a way for you to enjoy all your home media without having to be constantly connected to a hard drive. All you need is the free Plex software on your computer and then the
app, and you can enjoy all your favorite movies, TV shows, music videos, whatever, from all your devices – all you need is an internet connection. The beauty of Plex is just that – it's elegant. The app organizes all your media for you and even adds rich descriptions, artworks and more,
which gives you a full and finished feel (not like your first iPod Touch, where you couldn't bother finding album artwork, so you just had thousands of songs with white backgrounds pass by with those eighth notes). With the paid Plex Pass, you can upload even more content to your server.
Stream trailers and extras for movies in your libraries (Special features and what not); set up a Plex Home for your family (which allows you to switch between accounts and apply parental controls and restrictions to specific content); Activate all Plex mobile apps on all devices and platforms
by simply logging into your account in the app; and a whole bunch more! If you have a large library and hate towing a hard drive (or five) around, or if you want to watch and hear their stuff on the go, then Plex is perfect for you. Free to download; Plex Pass costs $4.99 per month, $39.99
per year, or $119.99 for a lifetime subscription - Download now 1Password 1Password is another app that can be downloaded for free, but you finally need to to continue using it (download brings you a free 30-day trial). It's your one-stop login shop and you can store passwords on pretty
much any account in your life, help them change them randomly, make them stronger - all you need to remember is your 1Password password! 1Password is not just a stellar password management app; it can also accommodate credit card numbers, addresses – really any information you
find sensitizing can be found in very own vault only for your eyes. The app works with TouchID, making it even safer, allowing only those with your fingerprints to get (namely, you, duh). There's also an Apple Watch app that lets you decide what information you want to access quickly on
your watch, and the small screen makes it ideal! Free to download; 1Password subscription is USD 2.99 per month, billed annually; 1Password Families costs USD 4.99 per month, billed annually - Download now Fantastical 2 There are calendar apps and there are calendar apps, and then
there are Fantastical 2. First of all, it is beautiful; it just looks great. It has a pleasant interface that is easy to read and follow, and it is fast. That's the whole point of Fantastical. Second, it has cool features such as natural speech analysis, reminders, an advanced keyboard when creating
new events or reminders (you have no idea how useful this is until you use it!), and more. One of the coolest features is the natural language parser, which allows you to easily enter a set, like romantic dinner with Rene on Friday at 8pm, and then automagically turns it into a calendar event
that reminds you that day. If you have a crazy schedule and don't have much time to enter events in a regulated mansion, then Fantastical 2 will save you a ton of time. It's basically a written calendar/reminder version of Siri! Don at Tom's Guide also thinks that Fantastical 2 is worth your
Moolah, say it takes your default calendar app that comes with iOS and offers better features on all fronts. Enlight I couldn't have a best apps post without one for the photo fanatic or Cella would have my hiding place. Enlight is SO. Cool. It was selected as App of the Year in the App Store
in eight countries, including Canada, eh, and it became the second app of the year in the US, and it's still awesome two years later! Enlight is the photo editing app of your dreams that combines features of many apps in a beautiful interface, giving you full control over color, sound, details,
masking and a whole bunch of cute effects (such as mixing and regrouping – you can create some seriously neat ones). You can transform images like graffiti or pencil sketches to make them look like graffiti or pencil sketches, and you can layer photos, change certain objects in them,
correct overexposure, and more, like tons. Enlight is basically hipster Photoshop for your iPhone - but in a totally great way. If you love the post-production that goes with photography, then definitely take a look at Enlight. Scanner Pro If you want to take your documents with you or need to
send them a lot and not the time To dig out the old device, which they call a fax machine, then Scanner Pro has covered you in a big way. It allows you to take photos of documents with your iPhone and then save them as PDF, and it even automatically detects and trims certain document
types. You can then upload your scans directly to your favorite cloud storage app. This is just the tip tip the iceberg. With Scanner Pro, you can also share everything you scan, and it can turn the text in the images into text that you can select and copy while recognizing 21 languages. You
can even edit your scans, and each edit is saved so that you can come back and undo or repeat edits at will. There's also an iMessage extension that lets you take and edit photos of documents directly in the Messages app. It's all about the workflow, baby! If you regularly handle physical
documents and need a quick, easy, and reliable way to digitize and share them, Then Scanner Pro is the only way to go (and not just because it rhymes). V for Wikipedia I would never have known about this app if it hadn't been for TechRadar, and I'm sure I found it. Be real – you'll use
Wikipedia anyway, so why not have it all in a convenient and really pretty app – just the most elegant Wikipedia app for iPhone. V (formerly Viki) has made the App Store Best of 2016 list because it's more than just giving information - it helps you learn more about where you live! The
Nearby Place feature helps you learn more about local attractions and areas, and you can explore the rest of the world using the app's map. The Most Read Articles section lets you see what other people see, and the search is the full Wikipedia experience (not like searching in the
YouTube app would bring different results than you would get online - think of this garbage?). Why pay for a Wikipedia app? Because V is slimmer and more elegant than Wikipedia's web interface; it can help you learn more about your corner of the world; and it's more than just Wikipedia
at face value – it takes full advantage of Wikipedia and gives them practical applications. (Although not optimized for iPhone X, V made the list because it was really the best Wikipedia reader available for iOS.) Sky Guide AR Sky Guide AR is an augmented reality app that shows you a map
of the sky and tells you about damn many things you can see and tons of things you can't see. It's the perfect companion for your new iPhone X, so you can take advantage of all this ARKit quality and graphics performance. You calibrate the app, usually by finding out where the sun or
moon is random, and then move your iPhone around to find out which constellation is which, which planet is over there and what are the names of random stars. If you are really waiting to see a particular planet or constellation, you can search for it, or the app has a list of Sky Guide settings
to let you know which celestial you will see that night and at what time. The included Apple Watch app even gives you a quick overview of what you can see at any given time. If you're curious about the night sky at all, or if you're looking for yourself in an endless look at businesses,
Instagram dinners and this pointless charade we call live, then definitely look at Sky Guide AR. No, you don't have to be so dramatic to enjoy it. Enjoy. Adventure There is no endless runner like Alto's Adventure. In this side-scrolling adventure, you play alto, a boy in the mountains whose
llamas have escaped. On a snowboard you have to chase them through the landscape and collect them for points. You also need to dodge obstacles and do tricks for points. But this is not Altoe's adventure - This absolutely stunning game is all about the ambience and beauty of the
wilderness in the game. The score is absolutely charming and the colors and the landscape are beautiful. If you hate endless runners, this is the one that could turn you around as it's easily one of the most relaxing gaming experiences. I can't recommend this game enough. Deliveries If you
run a small business or just send and receive many parcels, then you need deliveries. It is a fully comprehensive package tracker that puts together all your shipments for you and gives you information about them individually, including shipping updates and where they are on a map.
Deliveries let you know which company is sending your parcels so that you can view and learn more about the company's website. You can share shipment information via email or the iMessage app, and there's even an Apple Watch app to help you keep track of the matter on the go. Yes,
you could run to every shipper's website and check your tracking for free, but why if deliveries make it so easy and convenient? If you're looking for more package tracking options, Lory Gil has a few more favorites! CARROT Weather If the iOS Weather App doesn't quite do it for you,
CARROT Weather is one of the best weather apps you can get period. It has a fantastic looking interface that is both fun and informative, and it offers extensive details about your daily weather. Rain forecasts are second to none and the backgrounds that change with the weather are a little
surprise every day. Like CARROT Fit, Weather also has a fun personality that you can put on Overkill, and get the rudest weather updates you've ever received in your life. With iOS 11, you'll also get an AR setting that shows the ingenious power of the emerging ARKit. Minecraft The Craft
sensation is nappy, and with over half a million reviews in the App Store, Minecraft still retains a 4.5-star rating. And why not? It is the Seinfeld of video games; it's about nothing and that's what makes it so funny. Mine and feed for materials; build your world as you see fit; Raising animals;
craft weapons; take over someone else's sweet locks; the possibilities are limited only by your imagination. Explore and create. Create and explore. Or they can be and simply make weapons and fortresses to defend themselves against bloodthirsty mobs. (Although not optimized for iPhone



X, Minecraft made the list because it is very likely that an update will come soon, and it's friggin' Minecraft.) Why is the money gone? What's the best app you've ever paid for? Have? the app you bought but regret the most? Let us know in the comments below! Updated November 2017:
Updated for iPhone X. Swapped Out SkyView for Sky Guide AR because AR, and Minecraft added because MINECRAFT! Also updated prices for everything. We can earn a commission for purchases with our links. For more information. More.
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